Standard Features:
• With 3/4" diameter machine cold roll steel, plug in style-payoff & takeup shafts
• Digital stop-to-length 3100 counter with 1/64”-7/8” OD capabilities, dual metering wheels and machined aluminum components which signals the payoff & take-up for quick and precise deceleration
• 24” Reel Flange OD Maximum
• 6” Reel Flange OD Minimum
• 15” Maximum Reel Width
• 2” Minimum Reel Width
• 100lbs Maximum Reel Weight
Wire Tester Respooler

Options

- Automatic rolling ring
- Automatic traverse assembly
- Out of material switch
- Digital traverse/controlled ball style traverse
- Spark tester

Spark Tester

Control Panel

PLC/HMI Digital Controls